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Bessaga and Pelczynski [2] demonstrated in 1966 that every closed bounded 
convex set in a dual separable Banach space is the closed convex hull of its 
extremal points. Asimow [l] has extended Choquet’s notion of well-capped 
cones to closed convex sets, and has proved that any well-capped closed 
convex set is equal to the closed convex hull of its extremal points and extre- 
ma1 rays. 
In this investigation we consider the case of a closed (unbounded) convex 
set in a dual separable Banach space and establish a sufficient condition for 
such a set to be the closed convex hull of its extremal points and extremal 
rays. The main result is a more general statement (see Proposition 3.1 and 
corollaries). The criterion alluded to is the property that the closed convex 
set be well pseudocapped, a more general property than that of being well 
capped as in Asimow [I] and Choquet [4]. The concepts of dentable sets and 
denting points [17] are used to obtain well pseudocapped sets. 
An example shows that the class of sets for which the main result holds, 
but for which the theory of Asimow does not, is not vacuous. Another 
example demonstrates that if the denting condition is omitted, then the result 
doesn’t hold. 
E denotes a LCHTVS (locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space) 
over IR unless otherwise stated. E’ will designate the topological dual, while 
E* will symbolize the algebraic dual. If XC E, then cl(X), eu-cl(X) and 
zu*-cl(X), respectively, will designate the closure of X in the original, weak, 
and weak* topologies, respectively. The sets of extremal points, extremal 
rays, and exposed points of X will be denoted, respectively, by ext X, 
extr X, and exp X. The closed line segment between the points x and y in E 
will be denoted [x, y], from which the meanings of [x, y[, lx, y], and lx, y[ 
* This paper contams a main result from the author’s Ph.D. Thesis at the University 
of Iowa, August 1972. 
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are obvious. B,(x) is the closed E-ball centered on x when E is a Banach 
space. For X a subset of a vector space, aff X symbolizes the affine subspace 
generated by X. 
1. 
Rieffel [17] defines a dentable set X in a Banach space as any set with the 
property that given any E > 0, there exists an x E X such that 
x # cl-conv(X N B,(x)). 
If the same point x satisfies the definition for any E > 0, then x is called a 
denting point of X. 
DEFINITION. If X is a subset of a LCHTVS E, then x E X is called a 
denting point of X iff for any nbhd I’ of x, x $ cl-conv(X N V). The set of 
all denting points of X will be denoted by dent X. 
Since x E dent X means that for any nbhd U of x, x and cl-conv(X N U) 
can be strictly separated by a closed hyperplane, the weak nbhds of x form a 
nbhd base for x in X w.r.t. the original topology on X. Choquet [4] calls these 
points strongly extremal points and shows that for X a compact convex set 
in E, ext X = dent X. Thus the following obvious result contains the Milman 
theorem as the compact case. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let X be a closed convex set in a LCHTVS and let 
Y C X such that X = cl-conv(Y). Then dent X C cl(Y). 
DEFINITION. A point x E X, X C E, is called a strongly exposed point of X 
whenever (i) there exists an f E E’ which exposes x w.r.t. X, and (ii) for any 
net (x~) C X, f (x0) --+ f (x) in Iw implies that x, -+ x in E. The set of all 
strongly exposed points of X is denoted by str exp X. 
A denting point is an extremal point (of a set X), but not necessarily 
exposed, so that a denting point is not generally strongly exposed. An exposed 
point need not be a denting point: In 1s with canonical basis (e-1, 
0 E X = cl-conv({e,>) and 0 is exposed by y = (1, i,..., l/n,...), but 0 is not a 
denting point of X as e, + 0 weakly and X is weakly closed. Note that 
x’ E str exp X is equivalent to the existence of an f E E’ such that 
WJ = HY E X:f (Y) G r>: y >f w 
is a nbhd base of x’ in X (which we can take to be countable) which establishes 
the next lemma. 
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LEMMA 1.2. A strongly exposed point of a convex set X in E is both denting 
and exposed in X. 
There exist exposed points which are not strongly exposed since not all 
exposed points are denting per above example. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let X be a convex set in E which is weakly compact. Then 
every denting point of X w.r.t. the original topology on X which is also exposed is 
strongb exposed. 
Proof. Let x,, E exp X n dent X with f E E’ such that f (x0) > f(x) for all 
x # x0 in X. Now let (x~) be a net in X such that f(xJ -+ f (x0). By weak 
compactness, there is a subnet (x,) C (xJ and a point y E X such that xv -+ y 
weakly. Thus f (x,) -+ f ( y) in R, so that f(y) = f (xc,). Consequently, 
y E X n H = {x0}, where H = f -l( f(x,,)) in E. Then y = x0 . Whence 
x,, + x0 weakly. But x0 E dent X means that the weak and original nbhd 
bases at x,, in X are equivalent. Thus x,, + x0 in E. For any subnet (xr) C (xJ, 
there is similarly a subnet which converges to x,, , which proves that x,, is 
strongly exposed in X. 
COROLLARY 1.4. Suppose X is a compact convex set in E. Then 
exp X = str exp X. 
Klee [8] has shown that in a normed vector space, any compact convex 
set X satisfies X = cl-conv(exp X). 
COROLLARY 1.5. Every compact convex set X in a normed vector space 
satisjes 
X = cl-conv(str exp X). 
Lindenstrauss [ 1 l] has shown that every weakly compact convex set in a 
separable Banach space satisfies the conclusion of Corollary 1.5 above. 
DEFINITIONS. Let X be convex in E with SC X such that X N S is 
convex. We call S a semiextremal subset of X (see Pryce [15]). S is extremal 
in X iff for any two points x, y in X with lx, y[ n S # D, the property that 
[x, y] C S always holds. 
Pryce [15] has shown that for X convex and C C X a convex semiextremal 
set in X, that (aff C) n X is extremal in X. The next result can be proved as in 
Asimow [l] (Theorem 1.6) or Pryce [16]. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let X be closed and convex in E and let C be a non- 
extremal closed bounded convex semiextremal subset of X. Then there is an 
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ajine functzonal g E E* + R on E which is lower semicontinuous on (aff C) n S 
with 
Aloreover, 
C={x~(affC)nX:g(x) < 1:. 
C, = {x E (aff C) n X: g(x) < p] 
2s also a closed bounded convex semiextremal subset Of S 
2. 
In thts sectton we establish the concept of a well pseudocapped set and 
find sufficient conditions that guarantee that a set be well pseudocapped. 
DEFINITIONS. Let X be a closed convex set in E. A nonempty closed 
bounded convex semiextremal subset C of X will be called a pseudocap of X. 
In case C is compact, it is known as a cap (see [l]). If every x E X is contained 
in a pseudocap (respectively, cap) then X is said to be well pseudocapped 
(respectively, well capped). Whenever there exists a pseudocap (respectively, 
cap) C, of X such that X C aff C,, , then we say that C,, 1s a uniz~ersal pseudo- 
cap (respectively, cap) of X. 
Choquet [4] gtves the following sufficient criteria for a cone to be well 
capped. If P is a weakly complete, proper (i.e., contams no line) convex cone 
with a countable base of nbhds at the vertex, then P is well capped. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let P be a closed convex cone with a dentmg point in a 
metrizable space E. Then P is well pseudocapped. 
Proof. We may assume that 0 IS the denting point, which must be the 
vertex. It can be verified that 0 is an extremal point of the closure P of P m 
the weak completion I? of E, and thus P contains no hne Choquet’s above- 
mentioned result applies so that P is well capped, smce the nbhd base at 0 
m P is countable. If K is a cap of P, then P n K is a pseudocap of P. Hence 
the result follows. 
TVe observe that if X has a universal pseudocap, then it is well pseudo- 
capped (use C, , n = 1, 2, 3 ,..., and proposition 1.6). Henceforth we will use 
the terminology that X is universally well pseudocapped in this case. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let X be any dentable closed convex set in a Banach 
space E. Then X is universally well pseudocapped. 
Proof. Let 6 > 0 be given. Then there exists a point N E S, which we 
may assume to be 0, such that 0 4 cl-conv(X N BB(0)) =: I-. Then 0 and Y 
409/48/I-19 
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can be strictly separated by a closed hyperplane H determined by a linear 
functional f E E’ with 0 = f (0) < inf f (Y) = /I. For any 19 with 0 < 8 < fi, 
C = {x E X: f (x) < 0) is a closed convex semiextremal subset of X and hence 
X - C is convex. Since CC B,(O), C . b IS ounded and therefore a pseudocap 
for X. 
Now let XEX - C. By the convexity of X, [0, x] C X, so there is some 
z E [0, x] such that f (z) = 8. Then x = nz for 0 < 7 < co. Hence x E aff C 
and X C aff C, which completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If X is a closed convex set in a TVS E and X contains a 
strongly exposed point, then X is well pseudocapped by a universal pseudocap C. 
Proof. Let f E E’ strongly expose x0 E str exp X. Then 
c ={XEX:f(X) < I} 
is clearly the required universal pseudocap for X. 
Of the following three lemmas, the first is trivial, the second can be found 
in Asimow [l], and the third was proved by Peck [13]. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let X be a convex subset of a vector space and let A C X be 
extremal. If x E ext A, then x E ext E. 
LEMMA 2.5. If X is a convex subset of a vector space and f is an afine 
functional on X with x E ext{ y E X: f ( y) = 6) for some 8 E R, then x lies on an 
extremal line, ray or segment (including the degenerate case) of X. 
LEMMA 2.6. Every closed bounded convex subset of a LCHTVS E has an 
extremal point isf every such set is the closed convex hull of its extremal points. 
3. 
In this section we give the main result as proposition 3.1. Some corollaries 
are given before the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let X be a closed convex set which is well pseudocapped 
in a LCHTVS E which has the property that each closed bounded convex subset 
of E has an extremal point. Then 
X = cl-conv(ext X U extr X). 
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COROLLARY 3.2. In a separable dual Banach space every closed convex set X 
which is well pseudocapped is equal to cl-conv(ext X u extr X). Every dentable 
closed convex set satisfies the same property. 
Proof. The result of Bessaga and Pelczynski stated m the introduction 
proves the first part. The second part follows by Proposition 2.2. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let E be any Banach space such that every closed bounded 
convex subset has an extremal point. If X is any dentable closed convex subset, 
then 
X = cl-conv(ext X U extr X). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let X be a closed convex set which contains a strongly 
exposed point in a TVS E with the property that any closed bounded convex set 
contains an estremalpoint. Then 
X = cl-conv(ext X U extr X). 
Proof. Proposition 2.3 establishes this. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We will establish below that ext G # o for any 
well pseudocapped closed convex subset G of E. First let us suppose that this 
IS true and demonstrate that the proposition follows. 
Let E’ = cl-conv(ext X u extr X) # o and assume that Y f X. Then 
there is some x E X N Y, so there exists a strictly separating contmuous 
linear functional f E E’ with f (x) = p < y = inf f (Y). Then for p < 13 < y, 
f-‘(O) = H is a closed hyperplane, so F = X n H is a closed convex subset 
with F C X N Y. F is also well pseudocapped (take C = F n C’ for any 
pseudocap C’ of X, which is then a pseudocap of F). By Lemma 3.5 below 
(which will prove that ext G # o for any closed convex well pseudocapped 
set G in E) we have ext F f 0. By Lemma 2.5, any y E ext F is contained in 
an extremal line segment or extremal ray of X (X contains no line). If y is 
contained in a degenerate extremal line segment of X, then y E ext XC I’, 
a contradiction to y E F C X N Y. In case y is contained in a nondegenerate 
extremal line segment of X, then at least one endpoint of this segment is 
not in Y but is an extremal point of X by Lemma 2.4, a contradiction to 
ext X C Y. The case in which y is contained in an extremal ray yields a 
contradiction to extr X C Y and y E F C X N Y. Thereupon Y = X. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let X be a closed convex wellpseudocapped set in a LCHTVS E 
and suppose that every closed bounded convex subset of E has an extremal point. 
Then ext X # ,B . 
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Proof. Let C be a pseudocap of G. Then there exists an x0 E ext C. If C 
is extremal, then x,, E ext G by Lemma 2.4. Otherwise 
C={xE(affC)nG:g(X)<I}. 
Clearly (aff C) n G is extremal in G and so we can assume that G C aff C. 
If g(x,,) < 1, then x,, E ext G. If g(.v,,) = 1, then x,, lies on an extremal line, 
ray or segment. Since C is bounded, this can not be a line. Thus there is some 
endpoint in ext G (using Lemmas 2.5 and 2.4 again). 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is completed. 
Peck [13] has proved that the LCHTVS consisting of the countable product 
of dual separable Banach spaces has the property that every closed bounded 
convex subset has an extremal point. 
4. 
We now give an example of a closed convex set which is well pseudocapped 
but not well capped. We start with some prerequisites. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If A is a closed bounded convex set in a LCHTVS E and 
x,, is outside of -4, then the cone generated by A with vertex x,, is a closed convex 
cone and has a universal pseudocap. 
Proof. We assume that x,, = 0. It can be shown that P is closed. Let 
A, = [0, l] . A C P. Then A, is bounded. There exists an f E E’ which 
strictly separates 0 and A, so that C = {X E P: f (x) < I} C A, is bounded. 
C is the required universal pseudocap. 
As a corollary, any closed convex cone in E with a closed bounded base is 
universally well pseudocapped. 
LEMMA 4.2. If P is a proper closed convex cone with an interior point in a 
nonreflexive B-space E, then P is not well capped in the norm OY weak topologies. 
Proof. Suppose that P is well capped in either norm or weak topology. 
Let x,, belong to the interior of P, and let C be a cap which contains x0 . Then 
7x0 E P w C for some 7 > 1 sufficiently large, and further, 7x0 E int(P - C) 
(cf. [18, p. 391). Thus the functional g such that C = {x E P: g(x) < I} 
is continuous (see Proposition 1.6) with 1 = sup g(C) < inf g(P - C). 
Then C, = {y E P: g( y) < I} C C. But C’s contains an interior point as 
IO, XJ C C,, and IO, x,,[ consists of interior points of P which are contained in 
the open set C,, of P. 
Thus C is compact and contains a closed ball which is also compact, either 
in the norm or weak topology by hypothesis. But either case contradicts the 
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fact that E is not reflexive. Therefore no cap contams .rO . This completes the 
proof. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let B, be the unit ball in II and take f = (1, 1, l,...) E I”. 
Then H = {x: f (.x) > t} is a closed convex set in Zi that meets B, in a closed 
bounded subset B = B, n H. Let P be the closed convex cone generated 
by B with the point x0 = $(1/2 ,..., l/2” ,...) as vertex. Since 
f(xo) = f c l/2” = ) < +, x0 .$ B. 
P is not weak* closed since 0 $ P, while (i, 0, 0 ,... ), (0, Q, 0, 0 ,... ), 
(0, 0, 4, 0, 0 ,...) ,...I is a sequence in B that converges weak* to 0. Consequently 
P can not be well capped in the weak* topology. 
Now P is generated by x,, and the closed bounded convex set 
B = (-1: E B,: f (x) 3 $1. 
B contains interior points of B, , and so the cone P contams these interior 
points: explicitly, int(B,) n {x E II: f (x) > $} is open in P. Since Zr is not 
reflexive, Lemma 4.2 above demonstrates that P is not well capped in the 
norm or weak topologies. 
Since P has a closed bounded base, it is universally well pseudocapped. 
Moreover, P = cl-conv(extr P), as the Bessaga-Pelczynski theorem stated 
in the introduction makes Proposition 3.1 applicable. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Asimow [l] has shown that the positive cone in 1, 
(1 < p < ~0) is well capped m the weak* topology iff p = 1. We note that 
in a reflexive space any closed convex set which is well pseudocapped is well 
capped in the weak topology. 
The positive cone in I, does not have the vertex as a denting point, since 
e, -+ 0 weakly. If this cone were well pseudocapped, then it would also be 
well capped m the weak (= weak*) topology by reflexivity, in contradiction 
to Asimow’s result above. Thus the hypothesis that the vertex be denting can 
not be relaxed in general. 
LEMMA 4.5. If g is an afine lower semicontinuous functional on a closed 
bounded convex set C, then 
g(x) = sup{f(x): f <g andf e E’ + R} and infg(C) > --0o. 
Proof. The first part is done in Khurana [5]. Now take any f E E’ + IF! 
with f <g. Since f is bounded on C, g is bounded below. 
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PROPOSITION 4.6. Suppose that X,, C E,, gives a sequence of well-pseudo- 
capped closed convex sets where each E, is a LCHTVS. Then 
is well pseudocapped in the product topology. 
Proof. For any x = (x,J C X, let C, be a pseudocap of X, which contains 
x, for each n. Then each g, is a 1.s.c. affine functional on (aff C,) n X, such 
that C, = {yn E (aff C,) n X,: gn(yn) < I} (see Proposition 1.6). Each g, is 
bounded below by Lemma 4.5, so we can add some constant to each g, to get 
a I.s.c. positive affine functional h, on (aff C,) n X, , and we can assume 
(by multiplication by a suitable positive scaler) that C, = {yn E (aff C,) n 
X,: h,(y,) < l}. Now we proceed as in Phelps [14, Prop. 11.41 by 
defining g: n((aff C,) n X,) + [0, co] via g(y) = C 2-“h, . Then C = 
{y E n((aff C,) n X,): g(y) < l> satisfies all requirements. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. If the vertex of a closed convex cone P in a Banach space 
is a denting point of P, then it is also a strongly exposed point of P. 
Proof. Since (we assume the vertex is 0) 0 # cl-conv(P - B,(O)), there is 
a continuous linear f which strictly separates 0 and cl-conv(P - B,(O)). We 
may assume that inf f (P -B,(O)) = 1 without loss of generality. 
Now suppose that (x,J C P such that f (x,J -+ f (0) = 0, but that x,ft 0. 
Then for some E > 0, there is a subsequence (xk) C (x,J that is outside 
B,(O). But then 
f (XL) > inf f (P - B,(O)) = inf f (P - EBJO)) = inf f (,(P - B,(O))) 
= c . inf f (P - B,(O)) = E. 
But this is a contradiction to f (xn) - 0. Thus x, -+ 0, whereupon the proof 
is done. 
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